Climbing Trees
By: Leah

Introduction
Do you like to climb and are not afraid to get a scratch? Then I got a fun thing for you. Climbing.

Picking out a tree
When you climb trees you have to pick out a good tree to climb. So look for this. Ones with lots of branches and make sure the tree is strong enough to hold you because weak branches can break and you can fall. So pick out a good tree.

Safety
You have to be safe when you climb trees. One of the things you can do is don't go any higher than fifteen feet and always make sure a branch is steady before you climb on it and climb up slowly and climb down slowly. Now you climb safe.

On the tree
Now you can pick out a good tree and you climb safe it's time to climb put on some
play shoes and go outside. Now look for a good tree. First find the lowest branch and pull yourself up now find a second branch put your lead foot on the second branch put your hands on a different branch and pull the other foot up and keep doing that till you get to 15 feet or till you feel uncomfortable then do the same thing going down. Guess what you climbed a tree.

**Conclusion**

Do you know what's even better? Climbing different trees. So go find a different tree and remember keep climbing trees.
Introduction

Hi! I am going to teach you how to ride a bicycle. It's pretty easy when you start riding a bike, but when you start with no training wheels it's pretty hard.

Riding a Bicycle

By: Sam
Training wheels
You start out with training wheels. You first get on the bike, then you put your feet on the pedals; next you start pedaling and you keep on pedaling until you stop. When you stop instead of moving your feet forward you move them backward.
No Training Wheels

x When you start with no training wheels it is way harder. You first,
x sit on the bike but keep your feet on the ground. Then you,
x put one foot on the pedal but
x you might fall a few times.
x After you've mastered doing that you pedal with that foot when
x your bike starts to move put both feet on the pedals
x and you might have to pedal really fast.

x...
Master

When you're a master you will know. You won't have training wheels and you might have a mountain bike! You will also know because you might go really fast!
Conclusion
You should always remember
to do this when you’re
riding a bicycle so you don’t
tip, fall, or get hurt. If you do
get hurt that means you
forgot about my book.